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Abstract— The one of most important challenges within fully autonomous robots research is to introduce a collective
of autonomous mini robots control. We consider the autonomous control of collective robotic system that addresses an
optimal allocation of goals between robots problem in non-deterministic environment to reach certain global goal.
This paper offers the framework of autonomous control system for the group of robots and a selection algorithm that
intends to solve above problem employing “swarm” intelligence and reinforcement learning approaches basing on
degree of quality performance of the robot updated by equipped real-time analyzer. This hybridization provides a
certain reliability level as it makes a whole robotic system be sustainable depending on dynamically changing external
environment conditions and flexibility as it takes into account quality degree of each robot.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Collective control of autonomous mini robots usually is build over the infrastructure of the system of robots, series of
intelligent devices such as sensor-actuators that acquire necessary information and detect objects within a wide range and
able to interact with other devices through the communication network. This kind of collective robotic system
autonomously has to make decision in order to complete one global task or find best solution that allows reaching
common target by intelligent distributing sub-targets while the requirements for time completion and performance should
be satisfied. Autonomous control of robotic system has certain advantages as it is efficient and does not require manual
control all the time. However, one of the most challenging problems in developing autonomous control of collective
robotic system must be addressed to designing intelligent approach of the optimal allocation of goals between robots in
non-deterministic environment to reach certain global goal. An allocation of goals between robots in the real life
traditionally can be met in any robotic battle systems. The most powerful system is that causing maximum damage to all
specified enemy targets. It can be achieved by assigning sub-groups for some goals and keeping strategy for the whole
group of robots at each time step. Therefore, group and goal matching selection can be considered as a control function to
maximize total value of the damage which is cost function or value of performance of the system. When the magnitude
of the damage reaches a maximum corresponding distribution can be logically considered as optimal.
The problem of optimal goal and robot matchmaking can be solved by using special heuristic search algorithms that can
significantly speed up the selection process by eliminating unlikely choices. The results of implementing heuristic search
algorithms usually differ slightly from the optimal solution although the real-time systems using this approach may
consider it as one of the most applicable as the existing mini robots have limited resources, less powerful processors and
communication frequency affects dramatically on the performance. Having these constraints and taking into account that
the optimal decision should be done in the uncertain environment, the goal and robot selection algorithms should be
fairly simple but capable to provide striking strategy solving the global problem.
One of the most interesting approaches that solve specified problem is based on smart technology of collective splitting
tasks [1]. Intelligent distribution of tasks techniques between the robots are presented in a number of publications that are
based on the ant colony optimization algorithms [2, 3, 4, 5], or the principles of reinforcements learning [6, 7, 8]. Authors
in [9] propose a self-learning control track method, where the core of the approach is an approximate dynamic
programming. This method improves performance of the supervisory machinery robotic system having only approximate
information about its vehicle dynamics. The proposed method is based on reinforcement learning algorithm, the so-called
iterative algorithm with least squares kernel (Kernel Least-Squares Policy Iteration-KLSPI). [10] offers a multi-tiered
infrastructure of double "collective mind" with three channels of communication that inherit traditional technologies
"collective mind" for the effective interaction between multiple layers. This approach improves the manageability of the
system by introducing a new entity type called '' virtual entity '' and new control strategies.
[11] propose an adaptive control based on reinforcement learning for two-level adaptive manipulator. Implemented in
[11] decentralized control mechanisms for the multi-component systems are based on the method of linear-quadratic
regulator (LQR) and adaptive dynamic programming. This approach ensures effective control by varying the weights of
the different loading of the system in real time.
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This paper develops a framework of the autonomous collective robotic control system and a selection mechanism that
solves the problem of completing global goal (defeating threats) by choosing best candidates for each specific goal. This
is achieved by employing “swarm” intelligence and reinforcement learning approaches. This hybridization provides a
certain reliability level as it makes a whole robotic system be sustainable depending on dynamically changing
environment.
II. A FRAMEWORK OF AUTONOMOUS CONTROL COLLECTIVE OF ROBOTS
We consider an autonomous mini robots control system that consists of the following components: a network of
robots that can perceive and response to the environmental changes using sensors and effectors providing collective
performance of the global task via achieving specified goals. Figure 1 shows an infrastructure of the control system.

Fig. 1 Goal and Robot Matching control framework
All data are read from CommunicationBus and it also used to transmit or receive messages from neighbours of the
robot in the group. After analysing data Analyzer inserts new goal or removes implemented one from GoalList and
similarly constraints to/from RobotList. These are main artifacts that are used in the formulation of optimization problem
to find best match between appropriate robots and goals. GoalList essentially represents a list of goals that should be
achieved. We do not specify how data transferred from one task to another one, however, it can be represented as
message flows or queues. ResourceList is formed basing on the information about processor CPU, memory load, power
supply that all together represent requirements for the system. On other hand, all robots diverse from each other the
quality of the goal performance which can be qualitatively and quantitavely evaluated. as soon as task will be completed.
New tasks (threats) will be monitored by Analyzer and it is responsible for updating all lists. Therefore, Analyzer plays
important role in making best choice to perform the global task if new goal matches with previous one. QualityDegree is
updated by Analyzer and it creates or refreshes the degree of Robot for specific task (threat). QualtyDegree affects both
to the objective function and constraints list.
In next section we offer an approach to match robots and goals in order to execute the global task according to
requirements formulated by Analyzer.
III. A FRAMEWORK OF AUTONOMOUS CONTROL COLLECTIVE OF ROBOTS
Assume that there is a group of n communicating robots. Suppose there are m goals that must be distributed among the
robots in the group. We introduce a vector-function

k

Q(t ) for each robot of the group where qij (t ) determines the

amount of damage inflicted on the enemy by robot i when it achieves the j-th goal to cope the threat k. In particular,

qijk can be represented as a degree of threat k danger for the robotic system. This degree of danger can be determined by
expert way in the assumption, that all threats form the full group of events, i.e.
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where l is an overall number of observed threats.
Every threat is characterized by probability of its occurrence

Pi k

. The occurrence probability of threat
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is

determined statistically and corresponds to relative frequency of its occurrence:
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where  k - frequency of occurrence of k.
The autonomous control system is able to defeat threats fully or partially. The quality of the robot i performance is
evaluated by the probability of elimination of every threat k as Pijk _ removal .
Let the probability Pijk _ removal is represented by some function evaluating quality of defeating threat:

Pijk _ removal  f k ( xijk )
where

(2)

k
ij

x is the degree of performance by the robot i to eliminate threat k by achieving j-th goal.

The quantitative value of the degree of the performance by robot i-th will be defined by its closeness to desirable result.
In order to assess

xijk

we use its normalized value as follows:

xij , ( j  1, k ), 0  xij  1
xijk 
where

xijk  xbest ijk
xbest ijk  xworstijk

(3)

xbest ijk , xworstijk are the best and worst values.

Function

k
f k ( xijk ) can be considered as a membership function that maps each element xij to some number from an

interval (0,1) describing a degree of the belonging of element

Quality standard (value of
a linguistic variable)
Quantitative value
Quality standard (value of
a linguistic variable)
Quantitative value
Intermediate values between
the next ratings

xijk

to fuzzy set (Table 1).

TABLE I
SCALE FOR QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE DEGREE
Threat danger:
rather
more - less
neither
nor it is
seldom
seldom
frequently
rare
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
Damage:
very small
Small
average
big
0.1

0.3

0.5
0.7
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8

more – less
frequently
0.9

Rather
frequently
1

very big
0.9

We introduce an intelligent control system that reduces an overall damage W by achieving all goals to defeat all threats at
each time step t . As the collective robots have to conduct their work in non-deterministic environment we within an
interval [t , t  t ] when the system will reconfigure its state over time t from one state to another. We designate a
general prevented damage by W (t ) and the prevented damage due to elimination the threat as a vector w (t ) .
We can express an overall prevented damage as some function depending on probability of the threat occurrence and its
danger as follows:

W (t )  F (t , Pijk , qijk (t ), Pijk _ removal ; k  1, l )

(4)

and the prevented damage due to defeating threat k

 (t )  Pijk  qijk (t )  Pijk _ removal  t , k  1, l.

(5)

In other words, taking into account that threats independent and additive form of their consequences we rewrite an
overall prevented damage as:
l

W (t )   Pijk  qijk (t )  Pijk _ removal

(6)

k 1

Applying (1) and (3) we transform (6) as follows:
l

m

W (t )   k  qijk (t )  f k ( xijk )  xijk

(7)

k 1 j 1

Now we can formulate a problem of allocation goals in the group of robots as an optimal control problem. It is necessary
to choose the best matching goals and robots providing a maximum of prevented damage from threats with desirable
expenses.
The formal statement of the problem has the following form:
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We need to find
max W (t )  W *

(8)

x ijk ; i  1, n; j  1, m, k  1, l
which is subject to constraints:

C ( xijk )  C des , i  1, n, j  1, m, k  1, l
where Сdes desirable cost of the system and

(9)

C ( xijk ) given cost of chosen robot i to implement goal j to defeat threat k.

Table 2 and 3 show example of assigning cost and degree of quality performance by robot i.

R*
T*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

f ( xij )
T
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table II
Cost of expenses on the damage prevention by robot i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.2
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0
0
0.4
0
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0
0.2
0.25 0.2
0
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.5
R*- number of goals; T* - number of threats
Table III
The degree of quality performance by robot i
0.9
0.8
1.0
1.0 0.8
1.0
0.8

1
0.9
0
0.1
0
0
0
0.9

0.9

0.1
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.1

0.5

0.5 0.5
0.3
0.3
0.0 0.2
0.1
0.0 0.1
T - number of threats

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.1
0.3
0.1

0.2
0.2
0.1

0.1

We can consider the formulated problem (8), (9) as a problem of global unconstrained minimization of the objective

W if we put our constraints inside to the evaluation function I:
min I ( X )  I * ( X )

function
X R

(10)

where

I  W ( X ), X  (t , x , C, Q, P ,  )
where X is a control function.
According to PSO [12], the robots can be represented as particles in the parameter space of the optimization problem. At
each time step the particles G are characterized by their position in a search space Pos and velocity vector V . For each
position of the particle we calculate value of the evaluation function and depending on the found value and certain rules
particle changes its position and velocity of the search space.
We use PSO to calculate the best value for the evaluation function I. However, in order to memorize best solution and
provide intelligent way of collective control of robot-agent we employ Q-learning approach [17]. The Q-Learning
algorithm allows choosing between immediate rewards and delayed rewards as well as include punishment mechanism.
The transition rule for the system of robots according to the Q-learning algorithm can be formulated as follows:
Q(state, action) = Rf(state, action) + gamma * Max[Q(next state, all actions)]
where Rf (state, action ) reinforcement of conducting action that transforms the system from one state to another one;
gamma is a positive number less than 1, and ensures the convergence of the sum Q. Learning process for the robot can be
considered as finding the sequence of actions which maximizes the sum of the future reinforcements and, therefore, it
gives the shortest path to the best solution.
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We have developed simulation tool that is based on proposed approach. The results of simulation visualized on Figure 1
and 2 where Figure shows initial state of the system and Figure 2 shows last state of the system after 2000 iterations. For
the experiments we use 100 agents and 5 threats which are fire sources (blue line means obstacle).

Fig. 2 Initial state of the Goal and Robot Matching control framework

Fig. 3 Result after simulation of the Goal and Robot Matching control framework
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers the framework maintains three main requirements for the collective robotic autonomous control
system: analyze data and threats, uses experience of the problem solving by employing Q-learning approach, and every
time finds an optimal robot and goal matching to defeat the threat basing on degree of quality performance of the robot
and taking into account non-deterministic environment. In addition, we achieve time reduction by solving optimal control
problem by applying PSO technique.
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